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Review of the 2019 / 2020 Season 
 
2019/2020 Season Aims 

 

The AFCEA LONDON Chapter’s theme for the 2019/2020 season was: 

 

‘Security or prosperity in a changing world’.    

 

How little we realised then how much change there would be.  We were thinking of the challenges 

post Brexit as the UK establish trade agreements, global competition both in business and 

operational theatres, the pace of technology change and the challenging debates in the boardroom 

as to where to invest to thrive as a business.  And then came a pandemic.  

 

When I was elected last year, I set some objectives for the chapter that would help us all have even 

more compelling conversations in this space:  

 Focus on, encourage and make Young AFCEA central to all we are doing – hear their voices 

and support their development and growth 

 Encourage much improved gender diversity not only in our sessions and conversations but in 

our sectors 

 Build on the important military focus and expand the conversation out to other sectors 

including security, intelligence and policing and learn from sectors beyond that. 

 

Meetings and Events: 

 

Despite Covid-19 restrictions and the lock-down which came into effect after our March 2020 

meeting, we managed to hold eight meetings and events during the season. 

 

 Our opening meeting of the 2019 / 2020 season in Nova South, hosted by NCSC (September 

’19) 

 Two “regular” monthly meetings in the Naval Club (October & November ’19) 

 Our pre-Christmas Networking Reception in The Naval Club (December ’19) 

 A meeting in BT Tower, hosted by BT Defence (January ’19) 

 A meeting hosted by BAE Systems AI (February ‘20) 

 A meeting hosted by PwC (March ‘20) 

 Our first “Virtual” Meeting with Ciaran Martin – CEO NCSC (July ’20) 

 

Did we widen the conversation?  We started the season with a talk from the outgoing president, 

Nick Lloyd around the MAERSK cyber incident, welcomed HO and ACE to speak and finished with our 

first virtual conference with the outgoing CEO of the NCSC.  We had substantive military focused 

sessions interleaved. 

 

 

 

 



Young AFCEA: 

 

Our Young AFCEA membership, under Carla’s leadership have gone from strength to strength.  They 

stood alongside me to open every event we hosted, guided our committee to help make events 

more interesting to Young AFCEAns and led on elements of the planned TriCyCIS 2020 event.  Their 

membership increased and they appointed a number of individuals into committee roles.  

The Sub-Committee had planned to organise another Station Visit for 20 people to RAF High 

Wycombe.  Unfortunately, this had to be cancelled due to Covid-19 restrictions.  Hopefully, more 

events can be planned for the 2020 / 2021 season.  

 

We are particularly proud of Flt Lt Todd Lynes on his winning a Regional Distinguished Young 

AFCEAN Award for 2020.  

 

Charitable donations: 

 

The Chapter made donations to UNICEF and the Academic Trust- details can be found in our financial 

report.  

 

TriCyCIS 2020 Conference & Dinner: 

 

Faced with the on-going situation with Covid-19, it was inevitable that we would be unable to hold 

our TriCyCIS 2020 Conference and black-tie dinner on 24th June 2020.  Fortunately, we managed to 

agree with Royal Holloway that the event could be postponed until June 2021, thus avoiding a 

significant loss of money in terms of cancellation charges.  All bookings received from delegates and 

our Corporate members for exhibit space and tables for the dinner have been carried over to the 

new event. 

 

Membership & event hosts: 

 

I would like to thank the Membership for their continued support and engagement and encourage 

your continued Membership.  Thank you also to the management & staff of the Naval Club for 

looking after us when we meet there and our Corporate hosts when we have met at their respective 

venues.  The generosity of these companies and organisations is very much appreciated.  If you 

belong to a Corporate and would be prepared to host a future London Chapter meeting, then please 

let us know.   

If you have not joined please consider it, you are all welcome.  Corporate Members are encouraged 

to allocate all the Associate spaces as it keeps numbers up. 

 

Committee: 

The London chapter is blessed with a brilliant committee who I personally thank for their continued 

support and hard work.  Thanks also go to those who left the committee this year:  Bruce Wynn, 

Andrew Gudgeon, Rob Smith, Flt Lt Miles Austin and Capt (RN) Ian Pears.  

 



In a virtual world: 

Thank you to Martin Edwards and TriCIS Ltd, for making available their MS Teams platform for us to 

use for our virtual meetings; to Bruce Wynn for manipulating disparate audio and video feeds into a 

reluctant MS Teams and finally to Mike St John Green for being our consummate facilitator / 

moderator for the Q&A sessions. 

 

Vision for the Upcoming Season. 

 

The season ahead will challenge us all in new ways.  The conversation must not fade.  AFCEA must 

continue to support its membership, bringing interesting topics in to view and find ways to operate 

well and add value within the current and emerging constraints. Collaboration with other chapters 

will be important. 

 

Energy must be directed to supporting and growing the future leaders in our sectors – Young 

AFCEAns. We must hear their voices which bring a new perspective to this disruptive new world 

order. 

 

The intent will need to be to continue to facilitate virtual meeting as well as re-establish Face to Face 

events when it is safe to do so.  

 

The committee promises to work hard to make AFCEA work well for members so please stick with 

AFCEA and take advantage of the worldwide family virtual events.  Please offer your ideas, speakers 

and support. Please challenge us and most of all look out for each other.   

 

I really look forward to seeing you all in person again and I miss that, but I do feel the friendship and 

sense of family in AFCEA as I know you all do. 

 

 

Jacqui Chard 

AFCEA London Chapter President 

1st October 2020 


